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Table 1. Comparative analysis of outcomes from technical control systems 

Technical control Heater  
Greenfield site 
Condenser 
Greenfield   





1. Andons [1] yes Red for 
breakdown 
only 
Not used  in place but 
not used 
for expression of 
resistance 
yes yes - ದ 
protection of 
friends 
yes no - ದ 
exposure of 
others 
yes no - ದ 
2. Tact times yes yes Yes yes 
peer pressure to 
not ಫrate bustಬ 
no yes Yes yes 
stockpiling to 
build up spare 
time 
not possible yes Yes yes 
fiddling of output 
reports 
not done by 
individual 
yes Yes yes 
informal status 
for faster worker 
yes yes Yes yes 
pressure by yes no No no 
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times for jobs 
informally 
changed/rejected 
no yes yes yes 
3. Monitoring of 
output quantity 
r corded hourly by 










peer pressure to 
restrict output 
no yes yes yes 
peer pressure to 
conform to 
informal code of 
work 



















of output records 
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Greenfield Site  
Press Shop 






1. stopping line 1.being late for work 1. being late for 
work 
1. being late for work 
2. walking away from 
workstation 




1. not doing 5S 
3. not doing 5S 3. openly challenging 
output expectations  
3. refusal to do 
another job eg. 
Serviceman to work 
a press 
3. leaving 
4. leaving/looking for 
jobs elsewhere 
4. underperforming as 
an expression of non 
commitment ie. not 
making output tarket 
4. verbal ಫthreatಬ that 
they would not work 
any harder 
4. direct questioning of 
authority of team leader 
5. direct questioning of 
the authority of the team 
leader 
5. not doing quality 
checks as instructed  
5. finishing early and 
standing talking at 
back of presses  
5. refusing to do 
something (finally going 
along with it) 
6. talking to others 
openly on the line and 
not working  
6. sitting in the ಫpig 
penಬ until told to 
start work rather 
than getting up 
6. active resistance to 
suggestions to do work 
differently or to 
 do extra work 
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themselves 
7. breaking safety rules 
eg. Not wearing safety 
clothes/ shoes for a 
task or not following the 
safety procedures for a 
task   




7. criticism of 
management 
  8. refusal to work on 
some area 
 8. orientation of 
ಫthem and usಬ  
9. fiddling the work record 
card 
   9. Reference to 
works committee to 
help in work 
conditions  
 
   10. fiddling the work 





1. not offering 
suggestions for 
continuous improvement 
1. not showing interest 
in QC circles, 
suggestion schemes or 
other company 
initiatives   
1. going to the toilet 
for a break  
1. joking about the work 
and conditions 
2. not doing overtime 2. not listening in hot 
corner meetings  
2. smoking on the 
shop floor  
2. going for breaks in the 
toilet 
3. not showing ಫpositive 
attitudeಬ 
3. not following 
instructions for 
personal safety on the 
job  
3. drinking ( not 
alcohol) while 
working  
3. not declaring scrap, 
hiding it 
4. sarcasm/ joking at 
work expectations 
4. complaining/ 
moaning   
4. coming late for 
work 
4. smoking on factory 
floor 
5. ಫtuning outಬ  5. going off sick 5. not showing interest in 
attempts to improve 
practices 
6. complaining/moaning  6. not listening to 
team meetings/ 
6. conditions informal 
criticism of the team 
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 7. not checking own 
work for defects 
 7. negative attitude/ 
critical of company 
and management  
8. working fast to make 
time for self, not 
company 
  
9. not applying 5S   
10. not wearing full 
uniform 
  
11. not cleaning hot 
corner after use 
  






1. talking on the line 1. informal agreement/ 
peer pressure to stop 
work half an hour early 
1. complaints to the 
teamleader by press 
operators resisting 
doing other tasks 
1. peer pressure to finish 
half an hour before the 
end of the shift 
2. not volunteering for 
overtime 
2. peer pressure not to 
get up immediately 
when the buzzer goes 
2. Works committee 




2. peer pressure to get off 
the shop floor and queue 
by the  
clock-out machine before 
the end of the shift 
3. standing talking 
instead of working in off 
line tasks, e.g. 5S 
3. informal agreement 
to have longer breaks 
and not record hourly 
output only the total at 
weekends  
 3. queuing up by 
the clock-out 
machine a few 
minutes before the 
end of the shift.   
  







1. not using peer 
pressure 
1. informal agreement/ 
peer pressure not to 
work over the output 
target.  
1. standing talking at 
back of presses 
1. using team meetings 
for a coffee and cigarette 
2. not reporting defects 
of others on the line 
2. not cleaning hot 
corner- leaving it messy 
2. ಫwork to ruleಬ 2. break ಫwork to ruleಬ 
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